
Steps to upload scanned photograph and signature (

- )

1. Steps to upload photograph( - ):-

a.

Application can be rejected if photograph and signature are not clear.

b.     ( )

Applicant should upload latest color photo (up to 6 months old) and should not upload

mobile or self composed photo.

c. (Background)

Background of photo should be white or light colored.

d. 50

The face in the photo of the applicant should take up at least 50 percent.

e. , ,

, ,

Face and head of the Applicant in photo should not be covered by any fabric, shade or

hairs. Applicant's head, eye, nose and chin should appear clearly.

f. , ,

(Flash)

If you wear glasses, then you can wear it at the time of photo click, but flash should not

be present on the glasses.

g.

Applicant should not wear black or sunglasses in the photo.

h.  (JPEG) 3.5 cm * 4.5 cm

Photo should be in JPEG format with a size of 3.5 cm * 4.5 cm.

i.  (JPEG) 240 * 320 480 * 640 (0.3

)

JPEG photo should be a minimum pixel of 240 * 320 sizes and a maximum of 480 * 640

sizes (0.3 megapixels).

j.   50 . . 100 . .

The size of file should be in between 50 KB to 100 KB.

k. 100 . .

The size of scanned photo should not be more than 100 KB.



l. /

    

At the time of examination, photo of applicant should match with the photo in the entry

form, otherwise candidate can be disqualified.

2. Steps to upload photograph( - ):-

a.    (A4 size) 7   2     

On a white paper (A4 size) at 7 cm width and 2 cm in height, applicant can sign within a

rectangular box using a black or dark blue pen.

b.

Only can applicant cam sign, and other person s signature will not be valid.

c.

Scan the signature after signing in the rectangular box, and upload the scanned image of

signature in the rectangular box.

d. /

At the time of examination, signature of applicant should match with the signature

uploaded on the admit card, otherwise candidate may be disqualified.

e.  (JPEG)

Only JPEG format will be accepted.

f. (JPEG) 280*80 560*160

The minimum pixel for JPEG should be 280 * 80 and maximum pixel should be 560*160.

g.   20 . . 50 . .

The size of file should be in between 20 KB to 50 KB.

h. 50 . .

The size of signature should not be more than 50 KB.

i.

The photograph of signature taken from mobile phone will not be accepted.


